Your pet is showing signs of dental
disease.
Did you know Dental disease can
unknowingly occur in up to 80% of
animals? The good thing is that it is
preventable and treatable.
What is Dental Disease?
Dental disease (Periodiontal disease)
is a bacterial infection of the tissues
surrounding and supporting the tooth.
This Bacteria when mixed with Saliva
and food particles becomes sticky and
attaches to the tooth causing plaque.
When plaque comes in contact with the
gum (gingiva) it causes inflammation
(which we know as gingivitis). Further
Saliva then causes the plaque to
mineralise into Calculus.
What happens from here?
Let us walk you through what your pets
day would be like.
On the morning of your hospital
admission we will help calm and take
away any anxiety by providing them with
a sedation. In order to ensure optimal
anaesthetic safety a blood sample
will be taken to run a pre-anaesthetic
test. All our patients are connected to
Intravenous fluids through out their
procedure to maintain blood pressure
and assist with their recovery.

Once anaesthetised we are then able
to thoroughly examine the mouth by
visually assessing and probing each
tooth. Full mouth radiographs are taken
to assess each tooths health below
the gumline which otherwise is unable
to be seen. All treatment options for
teeth showing irreversible disease will
be discussed with you at the end of the
dental examination.
All Plaque and Tartar is removed using
an Ultrasonic scaler. The teeth are then
polished to ensure a nice smooth surface
to make it harder for plaque to adhere to.
On recovery your pet is placed in a comfy
warm bed. A phone call will be made to
let you know how everything has gone
and we can organize a time to send your
pet home. A post op appointment will
be made for 3-5 days for us to monitor
your pets progress and discuss how to
maintain their Oral Health.

One of the first points in driving improvement in pet dental health is to be able to recognise
that there is a problem in the first place! Here are a few of the most important giveaway signs:
IT CAUSES A BAD SMELL: One of the first things owners often notice is that there is a bad
smell coming from the mouth – most common cause of this is dental disease. The smell is
caused by bacteria trapped in inflamed/infected gums
DROOLING (HYPER-SALIVATION): This is linked in to point number 5 and caused by
pain. Even the smell of food can cause an association with the pain caused by chewing on
damaged teeth and causes an excess in saliva production. This often causes staining of the
hair around the mouth
DISCOLOURATION OF THE TEETH: In the early stages, an invisible layer of ‘plaque’ forms on
‘dirty’ (uncleaned) teeth. This traps bacteria and also gives a toehold for the attachment of
tartar. This is a solid covering which usually has a brownish discolouration. Most commonly,
this occurs in the molar teeth at the back of the mouth and can be quite hard for owners to
examine or even notice without a good look up there.
Changes in Eating Habits: Toothache is painful. Just like us, dogs and cats will avoid chewing
on the side where toothache is present. Observant owners can sometimes detect that their
pet has a problem by watching the way they chew. Gets tricky where pets have more than
one tooth affected and particularly where there is toothache on both sides of the mouth
simultaneously (not at all uncommon)
Sometimes pets will appear really interested in food but will back away after one or two
mouthfuls and this is frequently a sign of dental pain, particularly in cats
PAWING OR RUBBING: Pain can also cause a pet to ‘paw’ at the affected area or to rub
the face on the ground in an attempt to relieve the discomfort (doesn’t tend to work, not
surprisingly).

At Gawler Animal Hospital, our aim is to
provide the best dental care possible to
all our patients which is why we treat
dental disease in 3 stages.
GRADE 1
Mild Gingivitis. Plaque and
Calculus deposits. Zero Bone
loss. Reversible at this stage.
GRADE 2
Mild to Moderate gingivitis.
Moderate plaque
accumulation. No bone
damage, but can have up
to 25% attachment loss.
Noticeable Bad breath. Can
be reversible at this stage.
GRADE 3
Moderate to Severe gingivitis.
Heavy Calculus accumulation.
Irreversible damage is
occurring. Some teeth
will need to be removed.
Bone damage and loss has
occurred.
GRADE 4
Severe gingivitis and Calculus
accumulation. >50%
attachment loss, many teeth
will need to be removed.
Severe bone and gum loss.
X-RAYS
As two thirds of the tooth lies
below the gum line, x-rays
form an important role in your
pets procedure. X-rays allow
us to examine the tooth’s
roots and their surrounding
bone structures enabling us
to see any dental disease that
may have otherwise been
hidden.

1. Complete Oral Health Assessment
with Radiography
Within this we will perform a preanaesthetic blood panel, full mouth
radiography, assessment of each tooth,
then scale and polish to remove plaque
and tartar. Infection of the gums can
then be treated with medications as
required.
Any teeth found that need to be
extracted are identified. A treatment
plan will be created and explained to
you.
Note- Severely diseased loose teeth can
be extracted at this time.
Upon sending home, all findings will be
shown and further discussed with you.
2. Removal of diseased teeth
This second stage of the dental will need
to be booked within 4 weeks of the initial
oral health assessment while the mouth
is still as clean as possible.
Extraction of diseased teeth will occur.
All extraction sockets are sutured and
repeat xrays are performed where
required. Pain relief will be sent home as
required
3. Recheck and Oral Management Plan
A post operative check up will be made
with either a nurse or vet 5 - 7 days
after the procedure. At this appointment
we will create a plan to keep your pets
mouth healthy and clean for as long as
possible.
Why staged dentals?
A healthier, non-infected mouth heals
better. It allows for a specific treatment
plan to be made and allows for two
shorter therefore safer anaesthetics, it
does not cost any extra but ensures the
optimal treatment of your pet’s mouth.

1. MONITORING AT HOME: Make a habit
of lifting your pets lip at home and being
aware of what an unhealthy mouth looks
like. If you want any advice or a refresher
on what to look for, Gawler Animal Hospital
offers free dental exams with our nursing
staff.
2. BRUSHING: Brushing daily is the best
way to prevent plaque accumulation and
promote good oral hygiene.
3. HILLS T/D: A larger kibble that
encourages chewing and helps to reduce
plaque formation on the tooth surface.
4. MAXIGUARD ORAL GEL: Used daily
helps to reduce Plaque and Tartar. Freshens
breath by helping to eliminate odour
causing bacteria.
5. ORAVET DENTAL CHEWS: They are
the only chew that contains the active
ingredient Delmopinol, which forms a
protective barrier over the tooth, reducing
the formation of plaque and tartar.
6. OXYFRESH: A water additive that can
safely help fight against plaque and Tartar.
It helps to promote healthy gums and
eliminate bad breath.

STEP ONE
A brushing program
should be introduced
gradually, Getting them
used to being handled
around the mouth first.
Placing paste on your
finger and allowing
your pet to lick this off
is a good start.
STEP TWO
Using a Microfibre
cloth contained in
the dental kit, place a
small amount of paste
on this and gently
rub the teeth using
small circular motions,
starting with the
Canines and incisors
and gradually working
your way towards the
back molars.
STEP THREE
Start to introduce a
Toothbrush with a small
amount of paste, once
again starting with
the Canines. Lifting
the upper lip with your
fingers, brush in small
circular motions using
light pressure at a 45
degree angle.

STEP FOUR
Reward. Praise and re
assurance is needed
throughout each step.
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